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Agenda
‣ Recap
‣ Concept of syntax and constituency
‣ Context-free grammar
‣ Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algorithm







Part-of-speech tagging is a disambiguation process

She is reading a book about Reading

Verb or Noun? Verb or Noun?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfN_gcjGoJo

One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas



One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas
How he got into my pajamas I don’t know



Syntax is not Morphology
‣ Morphology deals with the internal structure of words
‣ Syntax deals with combinations of words

‣ Morphology is usually irregular
‣ Syntax has its irregularities, but it is usually regular

- Syntax is mostly made up of general rules that apply across-the-board



Constituency
‣ One way of viewing the structure of a sentence is as a collection of nested 

constituents
‣ Constituent: a group of neighboring words relate more closely to one another than to 

other words in the sentence
‣ Constituents larger than a word are called phrases

- Noun phrases
- Prepositional phrases
- Verb phrases

‣ Phrases can contain other phrases



Noun phrase (NP)
‣ a phrase that has a noun or pronoun as its head or performs the same grammatical 

function as a noun

- The elephant arrived
- It arrived.
- Elephants arrived.
- The big pretty elephant arrived.
- The elephant she loves arrived.



Prepositional phrase (PP)
‣ I arrived on Tuesday.
‣ I arrived in March.
‣ I arrived under the leaking roof.

‣ Every prepositional phrase contains a noun phrase



Verb phrase
‣ A verb phrase in English consists of a verb followed by assorted other things

- VP → Verb NP
• I prefer an afternoon lecture

- VP → Verb NP PP
• have a lecture in the afternoon

- VP → Verb PP
• Teaching on Tuesday



Is a string constituent?
‣ Substitution test

- Can the string be replaced by a single 
word?

‣ Movement test
- Can the string be moved around in the 

sentence?

‣ Answer test
- Can the string be the answer to a question?

He talks [in class]

He talks there

[In class], he talks

Where does he talks?
[In class]



Chomsky hierarchy
‣ Type-0 grammars include all formal grammars

‣ Type-1 grammars generate context-sensitive 
languages

‣ Type-2 grammars generate the context-free 
languages

‣ Type-3 grammars generate the regular 
languages, which can be described using regular 
expressions



Context-free grammar



Rules or productions
‣ Context-free

- production rules are independent of the 
context

- There is no context in the left hand side (LHS) 
of rules



Terminal vs Non-terminal

VP → Verb NP‣ Terminal: The symbols that that 
correspond to words in the language

‣ Non-terminal: The symbols that express 
abstractions over these terminals

Verb → teaching

Non-terminal

TerminalNon-terminal

Noun → lecture

TerminalNon-terminal



Lexicon: Terminal vs Non-terminal



S: Start symbol
‣ The formal language defined by a CFG is the set of strings that are derivable from the 

designated start symbol
‣ Each grammar must have one designated start symbol
‣ S is usually interpreted as the “sentence” node

S → NP VP

I prefer an afternoon lecture



A (Constituency) Parse Tree



One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas

Ambiguity
‣ Structural ambiguity occurs when the grammar can assign more than one parse to a 

sentence



Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algorithm
‣ Bottom-up parsing

- Start with words

‣ Dynamic programming
- save the results in a table/chart 
- re-use these results in finding larger constituents

‣ Presumes a CFG in Chomsky Normal Form



Chomsky Normal Form



Chomsky Normal Form (CNF)
‣ Any CFG can be converted into weakly equivalent CNF
‣ In CNF, each non-terminal generates two non-terminals



Chomsky Normal Form (CNF)
‣ Left hand side (LHS) rules

- LHS will have non-terminals 

‣ Right hand side (RHS) rules
- Two non-terminals 
- One terminal

VP → Verb NP PP

VP → Verb NP

VP → teaching NP

VP → eat

❌

✔

✔

❌





CKY algorithm
‣ Fills the upper-triangular matrix a column at a 

time
- From left to right
- From bottom to top

‣ This scheme guarantees that at each point in 
time we have all the information we need



CKY algorithm: a toy example
Rules

S   → NP VP
VP →  V  NP
V   → eat
NP → we
NP → sushi



CKY algorithm

https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/17.pdf



CKY Example

https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/17.pdf



Exercise 

I shot an elephant in my pajamas



Exercise 



Summary
‣ Concept of syntax and constituency

- Syntax deals with combinations of words
‣ Context-free grammar

- production rules are independent of the context
‣ Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algorithm

- Bottom-up parsing - start with words
- Dynamic programming
- Presumes a CFG in Chomsky Normal Form



Reading
‣ Chapter 17: Context-Free Grammars and Constituency Parsing
‣ https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/17.pdf


